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On a Nonlocal Eigenvalue Problem

JUNCHENG WEI - LIQUN ZHANG

Ann. Scuola Norm. Sup. Pisa Cl. Sci. (4)
Vol. XXX (2001), pp. 41-61

Abstract. We consider a nonlocal eigenvalue problem which arises in the study of
stability of point-condensation solutions in some reaction-diffusion systems. We
give some sufficient (and explicit) conditions for the stability in the general case.

Mathematics Subject Classification (2000): 35B40 (primary), 35B45, 35J40
(secondary).

1. - Introduction

Recently there have been a lot of studies on the so-called point-condensation
solutions generated by the Gierer-Meinhardt system from pattern formation E 11 ]

Here, the unknowns A = A(x, t) and H = H(x, t) represent the respective
concentrations at point x E S2 C RN and at time t of the biochemical called
an activator and an inhibitor; E &#x3E; 0, T &#x3E; 0, DH ~ 0 are all positive constants;
6. = a2/ax2 is the Laplace operator in is a smooth bounded domain

J 
ax.

in v (x ) i s the unit outer normal at x E 8f2. The exponents ( p, q, r, s ) are
assumed to satisfy the condition

and

For backgrounds and recent progress, please see [3], [4], [ 11 ], [15], [16], [19],
[20], [21], [26], [27], [29], etc.

Pervenuto alla Redazione il 30 novembre 1999 e in forma definitiva il 28 agosto 2000.
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If we take DH = +00, then we obtain the following so-called shadow
system of ( 1.1 )

For DH sufficiently large, the full Gierer-Meinhardt system ( 1.1 ) can be
considered as a quite regular perturbation of its shadow system (1.3). It is well
known that the stationary solutions of (1.3) are determined by the equation

through the substitution A = ~~M(;c).
It is easy to see that the eigenvalue problem for the the linearization of

(1.3) at a solution A =~~-~(;c), l = and u is a
solution to (1.4), reduces to the eigenvalue problem

Let uE be an interior or boundary spike solution. We consider two cases:
ÅE ~ 0 as E -~ 0 and X, -~ Å ~ 0 as c -~ 0. (See Lemma A of [[27], page
359].) As c -~ 0, the study of the nonzero eigenvalues is reduced to the study
of the following nonlocal eigenvalue problem,

where

and w is the unique solution of the following problem

(See [27], [28] for details on the derivation of (1.6).)
By [27] and [28], if problem (1.6) admits an eigenvalue X with positive

real part, then all single point-condensation solutions are unstable, while if
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all eigenvalues of problem (1.6) have negative real part, then all single point-
condensation solutions are either stable or metastable. (Here we say that a
solution is metastable if the eigenvalues of the associated linearized operator
either are exponentially small or have strictly negative real parts.) Therefore it
is vital to study problem (1.6).

Problem (1.6) can be simplified further. First, we can consider the simplest
case r = 0. (The results work for small z. For large z, we refer to [20] and
a recent paper by Dancer [2].) Second, let us decompose

where is the set of radially symmetric L 2 functions on R N and M is
its orthogonal complement (in L 2 ( R N ) ) . It is easy to see that the left hand
side operator of (1.6), denoted by ,C, maps into and
so is invariant under ,C. On the other hand, if 0 E H, fRN Wr-lp = 0
and hence on this subspace M, Lo = 0~ - ~ + pwP-10 and it follows easily
,C maps H 2(RN ) into H. Thus the equation (1.6) is reduced to one on

and one on ?i. On 7, the equation is

which has zero as an eigenvalue of multiplicity N and all the other eigenvalues
are real and negative. This follows from the fact that the following eigenvalue
problem

admits the following set of eigenvalues

where the eigenfunction corresponding to pi I is radially symmetric. (See The-
orem 2.1 of [17] and Lemma 1.2 of [27].)

Thus the eigenvalue problem (1.6) with i - 0 can be reduced to the

following simple form

where

From now on, we shall work exclusively with (1.9).
When y = 0, problem (1.9) has an eigenvalue h = ILl 1 &#x3E; 0. An important

property of (1.9) is that nonlocal term can push the eigenvalues of problem
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(1.9) to become negative so that the point-condensation solutions of the Gierer-
Meinhardt system become stable or metastable.

We remark that problem (1.9) also arises in the study of generalized Gray-
Scott models, see [5], [6], [7], [13], [14], [18], [22], [23], [28], etc.

A major difficulty in studying problem (1.9) is that the operator is not

self-adjoint if ~- # p + 1. Therefore it may have complex eigenvalues or Hopf
bifurcations. Many traditional techniques don’t work here. We remark that the
linear stability analysis for another scalar non-local problem has previously been
conducted by Freitas [8], [9] and [10]. In those papers, he considered the linear
operator of non-local problem as a perturbation of a local operator. (Similar
approach has been used in [1].) Our approach here is not perturbation type.
Instead, we work directly with the non-local problem.

In [28] and [27], the eigenvalues of problem (1.9) in the following two
cases

are studied and the following results are proved.
THEOREM A. ( 1 ) If ( p, q, r, s) satisfies

and

where ( N±2 )+ = N±2 when N &#x3E; 3 and ( N±2 )+ _ -f-oo when N = 1, 2.
Then Re(X)  -cl  0 for some cl &#x3E; 0, where À :0 0 is an eigenvalue of

problem ( 1.9).

(2) If (p, q, r, s) satisfies (A) and

for some co &#x3E; 0. Then problem (1.9) has an eigenvalue À1 I &#x3E; 0.

For general r, the first author in [25] proved the following:
THEOREM B. (1) If

where Lo = A - 1 + pwp-l (Lo’ exists in
and
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where po &#x3E; 0 is given by

Then for any nonzero eigenvalue À ofproblem ( 1.9), we have Re(À)  -cl  0

for some ci 1 &#x3E; 0.

(2) If ( p, q, r, s) satisfies

for some co &#x3E; 0. Then problem ( 1.9) has a real eigenvalue ~,1 I &#x3E; 0.

Generally speaking, it is very difficult to compute D(r). Thus Theorem B
does not give us an explicit value for r and p.

The purpose of this paper is to study the general case and to give some
explicit conditions on r and p. Our main idea is to start with Theorem A where
the cases r = 2 and r = p +1 are studied, and do a continuation argument for
r. To this end, we fix y &#x3E; 1 and p &#x3E; 1. Set

The following theorem gives us some explicit values for r and p.

THEOREM 1. Suppose 2  r  p + 1, F(r) &#x3E; 0 and

then for any nonzero eigenvalue À of problem (1.9), we have  -cl  O,for
some c 1 &#x3E; 0.

REMARK. Condition (1.15) holds if 2  r  p + 1, F(2) &#x3E; 0 (i.e. 1  p 
1 + 4 ) and 1  y  2. Thus in this case we obtain the stability of theN -

nonzero eigenvalues of (1.9). This is the first explicit result for the case when
For y &#x3E; 2, we need

Theorem 1 follows from the following more general result:
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THEOREM 2. Suppose that there exists an interval (rl , r2) C ( 1, +00) such that
either 2 E (rl, r2) or p + 1 E (rl, r2), and for any r E (rl, r2), we have

Then for any r E (rl, r2) and any nonzero eigenvalue À of problem (1.9), we
have Re(À)  -ci  0 for some cl &#x3E; 0.

REMARKS. 1. Assumption (i) is satisfied at r = 2 or r = p + 1 for any
y &#x3E; 1. In the proof of Theorem 1, it is shown that assumption (i) is satisfied
if and F(r) &#x3E;: 0.

2. If F(r) &#x3E; 0, then assumption (ii) is always true, since y &#x3E; 1 and F(r)
is an increasing function of r.

3. Assumption (iii) is satisfied for r = 2 if and only if F (2) &#x3E; 0. For
r = p -I-1 assumption (iii) is also satisfied for any y &#x3E; 1. Thus (1) of Theorem
A is covered by Theorem 2.

4. Note that if y = 2 and D(r) &#x3E; 0, assumption (iii) is always satisfied. It
can be shown that assumption (i) and (ii) are always satisfied
if D(r) &#x3E; 0. Thus Theorem 2 covers the result of (1) of Theorem B.

5. Let (y(t), r(t)), 0  t  1 be a path in (1, +00) x (1, +00) with the
property that r(0) = p + 1 or r(0) = 2 and the assumptions (i), (ii) and (iii)
hold for r = r(t), y - y(t), 0  t  1. Then the result of Theorem 2 is true
along the path.

6. Let F(r) &#x3E; 0, 2  r  p -f- 1. Then the condition (1.15) of Theorem
1, in general, can be replaced by assumption (iii) of Theorem 2. Namely if
there exists (rl, r2) C [2, p + 1] with property that for all r E (rl, r2) we have
F (r ) &#x3E; 0 and

then the conclusion of Theorem 1 still holds.

Finally, we remark that the condition that y &#x3E; 1 is necessary for the

stability of eigenvalues of (1.9). In fact, for y  1, we have

THEOREM 3. If y  1, then problem (1.9) has a positive eigenvalue Ào &#x3E; 0.

In the rest of the paper, we prove Theorem 2 in Section 3, Theorem 1 in
Section 4 and Theorem 3 in Section 5. We collect some preliminary results
in Section 2. Our main idea is a continuation argument. We find a quadratic
functional which depends on r and is positive definite along a path from r to
p + 1 or from r to 2.
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2. - Some preliminaries

Let w be the unique solution of (1.7). We now collect some useful results.
We first recall the following lemma.

LEMMA 4 (Lemma 4.1 of [24]). ( 1 ) The linear operator

is an invertible map from where (or consists

of radially symmetric functions in H2(RN) (or L2(RN».
(2) The eigenvalue problem

admits the following set of eigenvalues

In particular, we have

for all -0 E H,1(RN) _ {u E = and fR,v = 0.

Let

and V = So V satisfies
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It is easy to see that

Note that Lo(w + P2 lx - Vw) = (p - I)w. So we have

By Pohozaev identity we also have that

Finally we recall the following result.

LEMMA 5 (Lemma 5.1, Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3 of [27]).
(1) If r = 2, F (2) &#x3E; 0, then there exists a positive constant a 1 &#x3E; 0 such that

where X 1 = span {w, ;:’ j = 1, ..., N} and dL2 (RN) means the distance in L2-
norm. 

(2) If r = p + 1, then there exists a positive constant a2 &#x3E; 0 such that
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3. - Proof of Theorem 2

In this section, we shall prove Theorem 2. As we remarked earlier, we
introduce a quadratic form which is positive definite at r = p + 1 and r = 2.
Then we use a continuation argument for r.

We first introduce a quadratic form.
To this end, let us suppose that (À, §) is a solution of (1.9) with À # 0.

Set X = ÀR + and 0 = OR + Then we obtain two equations

Multiplying (3.1 ) by OR and (3.2) by and adding them together, we
obtain

Multiplying (3.1 ) by w and (3.2) by w we obtain

For t &#x3E; -1, let us set
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where ,Co is defined by (2.2).
From (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) we obtain that

To prove Theorem 2, our main idea is to find a continuous function t =

t (r) &#x3E; -1 such that I t~’’~ is positive definite. That is the following lemma.

LEMMA 6. Suppose that for all r E (rl, r2) assumptions (i), (ii) and (iii) hold.
Moreover either 2 E (rl, r2) or p+ 1 E (rl, r2). Then there exists a continuous func-
tion t = t (r) &#x3E; -1, r E (rl, r2) such that &#x3E; 0 for any ~p E w ~ 0.

PROOF. We first note that

where

Since Ll is self-adjoint, it is easy to see that /~ t is positive definite if and
only if Ll has only negative eigenvalues. 

2 N):We now study the following zero eigenvalue problem for L t on 

It is easy to see that (p E By (1) of Lemma 4, we have
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Set Then we have

Recall that

Since B 2 + 0 (otherwise, by (3.9), ({J = 0), we have by (3.10),
(3.11) and (3.12) that

That is

It is easy to check that
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Thus we obtain that L’ has a zero eigenvalue if and only if

Note that 11(-1) = 2 (y -1)2 F(p + 1)(F(2) - F(p + 1)). Assumption (i)
implies that 11 (t) is concave while assumption (ii) implies that the maximum
point

is greater than -1. Finally simple computations show that

by assumption (iii).
Let (rl, r2) be defined in Lemma 6 or Theorem 2. Without loss of gener-

ality, we may assume that 2 E (rl, r2). Let us now choose

Then t (r) &#x3E; -1 and &#x3E; 0.
We first prove Lemma 6 for r = 2. We need to show that

To this end, we use a continuation argument. By Lemma 5 (1), if F (2) &#x3E; 0,
then is positive definite which implies that LY-2 has no nonnegative
eigenvalues. Moreover, when r = 2,

and

Since 11(t) is concave, we have that 11(t) &#x3E; 0 for t E [y - 2, t (2)].
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Let us now vary t. We claim that

In fact, suppose not. Then at some point t = to E (y - 2, we must

have that LIO has a zero eigenvalue, which implies that II (to) = 0. This is

impossible.
So (3.14) is proved.
Next we vary r. Assume that r = ro &#x3E; 1 is the first value for which

0 and that ro satisfies assumptions (i)-(iii). Then at r = ro, 
must have a zero eigenvalue which implies that h (t (ro)) = 0. This is in
contradiction to the fact that II(t(ro)) &#x3E; 0. Thus we deduce that &#x3E; 0

for any V E Hrl (R N ) and r satisfying the assumptions (i)-(iii).
Similarly we can prove the case when p + 1 E (rl, r2).
Lemma 6 is thus proved. 11

Finally, Theorem 2 follows directly from Lemma 6 and (3.7).

4. - Proof of Theorem 1

In this section, we prove Theorem 1. Through this section, we assume that
2  r  p+1.

We first estimate the value D(r) under the assumption that F(r) &#x3E; 0. Note
that F(r) is easy to compute while D(r) is not. The next lemma relates D(r)
with F(r), which is of independent interest. (A similar idea was used in [30].)

LEMMA 7. Suppose that 2  r  p + 1 and F(r) &#x3E; 0, then D(r) &#x3E; 0.

PROOF. Note that for r = p + 1, F(r) &#x3E; 0 and D(r) &#x3E; 0. Let ri 1 be the
least value in [2, p+1) such that D(r) &#x3E; 0 while F(r) &#x3E; 0 for rl  r  p + 1.
If rl = 2, we are done. Suppose that 2  ri  p + 1. Then it follows that
D(ri) = 0 while F(ri) &#x3E; 0. We shall derive a contradiction by claiming that
V = I cannot change sign. In the following, we still denote rl by r.

We first claim that V changes sign at most twice. In fact, if V changes sign
more than twice, then there exist intervals (s 1, S2) and (s3 , S4) such that V (x ) &#x3E; 0

for |x| E S2) or x ~ (s3 , s4 ) and V (x ) = 0 for Ix = six, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Put

Let a be such that w = VI + a V2 satisfies
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Integrating over ( Bs2 (O) ~ BS 1 (O) ) U ( Bs4 (O) ~ Bs3 (O) ) , we obtain that

which, by (4.1 ), contradicts (2.1 ) of Lemma 4.
If V changes sign exactly twice, then there exist 0  si  s2 such that

either

or

Case (4.3) can be eliminated by our previous arguments (if we take s4 =
-f-oo). Thus we only need to consider case (4.2).

Let w(si ) = 6i, i = 1, 2. Since 2  r  p + 1, it is not hard to find two
constants al, a2 such that f (t) := + a2 changes sign exactly at
points t i = 1, 2 for t &#x3E; 0. In fact we can solve

Since 2  r  p + 1, ~BZ we have a2 &#x3E; 0, a 1  0. By our assumption,
fRN w’’ 1 V = 0, fRN wV 2: 0, fRN wp V &#x3E; 0, we have

On the other hand, because of the choices of al and a2, we have for all lxi,

which is a contradiction to (4.4).
Thus we have proved that V changes sign at most once.
Next, if V changes sign exactly once at Ixl = s 1, again we put = 

By our assumption that D(r) = 0 and F(r) &#x3E; 0, we obtain two inequalities:

and

Two cases are considered: if V  0 for lx  then

which contradicts to (4.6). If V &#x3E; 0 for Ixl  s 1, we have

which contradicts to (4.7).
In conclusion, V cannot change sign, contradicting our assumption that

D(r) = 0.
Thus D(r) &#x3E; 0 when F(r) &#x3E; 0. D
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Our next lemma gives us an upper bound for D(r).

LEMMA 8. If 2  r  p + 1, F(r) &#x3E; 0, then we have

PROOF. Note that by Lemma 7, D(s) 
We first claim that for r  s  p + 1 it holds that

In fact, this is true for s = p + I by (2) of Lemma 4. Suppose that there exists
s E [r, p + 1) such that

Then V satisfies

for some constants Cl, C2. By (4.12), we have C2 = 0. So qJ = cl V. We

note that c 1 ~ 0 otherwise w - 0 by Lemma 4. Thus w s -1 V = 0, which
contradicts to the fact that D(s) &#x3E; 0.

Next we consider the following variational problem:

We claim that it is achieved by some function In fact, we =

+ 1f¡, then fRN = 0. Therefore by (4.11) there exists a co &#x3E; 0

such that 
- -

Then by the standard variational method, we can easily show that there exists
a ~oo which achieves (4.13) and satisfies
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where X = By uniqueness, ~oo = ~,V and thus

We now choose some special test functions to compute a lower bound for
h. In fact, we take

where

and k 1 and h2 are to be chosen later. It follows that

Let us compute

Set " = t7 and2
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Then we obtain that

We now choose an optimal 17. To this end, we need to compute the minimum
of Let h’(?7o) = 0. Then it is easy to check that

and

Note that

for 2  r  p -i- l.
By (4.14) and the definition of ~., we have

which proves Lemma 8. 11

LEMMA 9. For 2  r  p + 1, F(r) &#x3E; 0 and y &#x3E; 1, there always holds that

PROOF. It is enough to show that

Let S = 1 E (0, 1 ] andy

Since

has a minimum in (0, 1).
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Let Then

and simple computations show that

Thus the minimum of P(s) in (0, 1] is

By Lemma 8

Lemma 9 is thus finished. D

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. By Lemma 9, assumption (i) is always satisfied if
2  r and F(r) &#x3E; 0. Assumption (ii) is satisfied if F(r) &#x3E; 0. By
Lemma 7, D(r) &#x3E; 0. By (1.15), Assumption (iii) is satisfied. Theorem 1 now
follows from Theorem 2. D

5. - Proof of Theorem 3

We prove Theorem 3 in this section.
Assume that y  1. To prove Theorem 3, we introduce the following

function:

Note that p(À) is well-defined in (0, where pi 1 is the unique positive
eigenvalue of Lo. Let us denote the corresponding eigenfunction by (Do. Since
pi 1 is a principal eigenvalue, we may assume that (Do &#x3E; 0. (See Lemma 1.2 of
[28].)

It is easy to see that to prove Theorem 3, it is enough to find a positive
zero of p(À).
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First we have

Set ~~, _ (Lo -,X)-’wP. Then satisfies

Multiplying (5.3) by (Do and integrating by parts, we have

which implies that

Let

Then as À ~ It 1, ),  it 1, we have that is uniformly bounded and
by (5.4) 

-

which implies that

By (5.2) and (5.5), there is a (0, such that P (Ào) = 0.
Theorem 3 is thus proved.
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